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FAR LEFT MODERATE LEFT MODERATE RIGHT FAR RIGHT
Basic position: UFOs are strange Basic position: UFOs are real phe- Basic position: UFOs are unex, Basic po_itlon: UFOs are hoaxes
phenomena, likely relating to nomena, most probab/F extrater- plafned phenomena, possibly and misidentifications. Further re-
psychic or mystical experience, restrial vehic/e_ Research is need- extraterrestrial in nature. Rigor_ search is pointless, except pos-
Research is needed, but not neces- ed, but only to confirm what is ous scientific research is needed sibly as psychological study.
sarily scientific research, already obvious, to establish best explanation.

Once the unchallenged domain of When publicity was widespread, Scientists interested in the UFO The bastion of skeptics and scof-
the contactees, the ultraliberal this was the camp of greatest problem have generally assumed fers continues to sit like Gibraltar,'
fringe is now dominated by theo- activity. Belief in ETH produced a positions near the center, usually content with the view that sooner
fists who would link UFOs with heavy grass-roots movement and on the right. Much of the bona or later the Condon Report wgl
ESP, poltergists, and the Fourth practically eclipsed all other fide research currently belngdone have its intended effect and
Dimension. For many UFO be- moderate views. Today, the ranks fags within this area, NICAP, advocates of further research will
lievers tired of ETH, this is an have thinned considerably, and APRO, and a few other groups get tired of talking to each other.
intriguing idea that seemsto offer many erstwhite liberals haveshift- have gravitated to the right in Only a few ultraconservatives still
new hope for a solution to the ed to the right where they form a recent years as they have become carry on the fight with their
UFO mystery. "silent major_ty" of discouraged more scientific, former zeal.believers.
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SANDERSON KEYHOE HYNEK CONDON
Abandoning the ETH Leader of his party With the'passing of Dr. When he accepted the
for a more esbteric from the very beginning James E. McDonald, Air Force assignment to
theory was not the road and still the best known Dr. J. Allen Hynek be- study UFOs, Dr. Ed-
to political popularity figure in theUFOfield, came principal spokes- ward U. Cond_n un-
in the heyday of UFO Major Donald E. Key- man for the view that knowingty assumed the
interest. Ivan T.Sander- hoe spoke out in favor UFO research shoutd be mantle of Donald Men-
son was among the first of ETH long before it earnestly prosecuted, zel as number one
to eschew current became Vogue to do so. An independent who scourge of those who
fashion and strike out His books, and thecon- firmly disavows party believe UFOs deserve
for new campaign troversy they sparked, affiliations, Hynek re- serious scientific atten-
themes. Although his almost sing_ehandedly fuses to takea stand on tion. Inliterally a single
"space animal" theory established a political ETH but admits that sentence of his
never caught on, it set left in the UFO field. UFOs may be the $500,000 report, Con-
the style for similar When the contactees stimulus for "new era- don managed to con-
views and made him a and religious cultists pirical observations." vlnce most members of
precursor of present- began to emar§e, his Formerly a staunch the press and the
day efforts to radicalize views could no longer conservative on the American public that
the UFO subject be regarded as strongly Establishment payroll,, "nothing has come
through "paranormal" radical, but he stilt re- he can claim as much from the study of
explanations. More re- presents the old-line seniority and political UF0s in the past 2f
cently, he has leaned tradition of popular clout as most of his years." His action in-
toward the "under- liberal thought and re- right-wing colleagues, sured that the right-
water UFO"theory and mains today an out- and hie past association wing of UFO research
the contention that spoken foe of far-right with the Air Forcegives would remain intransi-
UFOs may originate in policy, him an inside edge in gent and government
another universe, criticizing his old party money for a new in-

bosses for their hand- vesti_atJon will be wen
ling of the UFO pro- nigh impossible to get
blem. in the foreseeableContactees- NICAP future."----'1
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